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Source Protection Committee (SPC)  
Minutes of Meeting SPC-02-2022 
May 3, 2022 

The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:00 pm and conducted the Roll Call. 

Members Present: 
Lynn Dollin, Chair 

Municipal 
Andy Campbell, Jeff Hamelin, Kyle Mitchell, Katie Thompson, Stan Wells 

Economic/Development 
Colin Elliott, John Hemsted, David Ketcheson, Jessica Neto, Rick Newlove, David Ritchie 

Public Sector 
Geoff Allen, Peter Dance, Bob Duncanson, Stephanie Hobbs (left at 2:28 pm; proxy to Tom Kurtz), Tom Kurtz, 
Cate Root 

First Nations 
Sharday James 

Liaisons 
Christina Wieder, Simcoe Muskoka District Health Unit (SMDHU) 
Julie Cayley, Severn Sound Environmental Association (SSEA) 
Doug Hevenor, Nottawasaga Valley Conservation Authority (NVCA) 
Elizabeth Forrest, Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks 

Staff Present 
Bill Thompson, LSRCA Ryan Post, NVCA 
Mike Wilson, LSRCA Melissa Carruthers, SSEA 
Mystaya Touw, LSRCA Kathy Hillis, LSRCA (minutes) 

Guests 
Tavis Nimmo, Durham Region Jenee Wallace, SMDHU 
Nicole Stott, SSEA 

Regrets: 
Scott Lister – proxy to Katie Thompson 
David Greenwood – proxy to Cate Root 
Amanda Kellett – proxy to Dave Ketcheson 
Chris Gerrits 
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1. Welcome & Opening Remarks 

a) This is Christina Wieder’s last meeting representing SMDHU as she is moving to be the 
Safe Water program manager for York Region Public Health. Jenee Wallace is her 
replacement as SPC Liaison for SMDHU until her position is filled. 

b) Julie introduced Nicole Stott as a Risk Management Assistant at SSEA. 

c) Ben Longstaff has moved back to Australia. 

2. Land Acknowledgement 

The Chair recited the Acknowledgement of Indigenous Territory. 

3. Declaration of Pecuniary Interest and Conflict of Interest 

None declared. 

4. Approval of Agenda 

Moved by:  Bob Duncanson 
Seconded by:  Rick Newlove 

SPC-09-22 Resolved That the agenda for the May 3, 2022 meeting of the Source Protection 
Committee (SPC) be approved as presented. Carried 

5. Adoption of Minutes 

Moved by:  Stan Wells 
Seconded by:  John Hemsted  

SPC-10-22 Resolved That the minutes of the March 29, 2022 meeting of the Source 
Protection Committee be approved as circulated. Carried 

6. Announcements 

There were none. 

7. Deputations 

There were none. 

8. Presentations 

a) A presentation by Mike Wilson, SWP Hydrogeologist, LSRCA regarding Staff Report SPC2.1 – 
Proposed Amendments to Policy DNAPL-2 (Prohibition Policy). 

The Circumstances at the time the Plan was written identified five specific chemicals as being 
Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPL). Under the new Circumstances any DNAPL could 
now be a Significant Drinking Water Threat, if stored in a vulnerable area with a sufficient score.  
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Circumstances also lowered the vulnerability score where the handling and storage of a DNAPL 
could be a significant threat in an IPZ, which may introduce new DNAPL threats to six IPZs in our 
Source Protection Region. 

The Risk Management Officials (RMO) are finding that businesses that have DNAPLs mostly have 
products that may contain DNAPLs but not “pure” DNAPLs. Current policies prohibit “future” 
storage of DNAPLs.  This can be challenging because if a business replaces all products that may 
contain a DNAPL with safer products to meet the terms of the Prohibition, they may 
unknowingly purchase products in the future containing DNAPLs and RMOs would not be 
aware. As a result, it is preferred to have an RMP with these businesses to ensure risk 
management measures stay in place. 

Volume where we prohibit the handling and storage of DNAPLs: Tried to find other legislation 
that links DNAPL volumes to Regulations. Tetrachlorethylene (PERC) is the only DNAPL that 
appears to be regulated. Dry cleaners are one of the only industries licensed to use PERC, and 
they are phasing it out (though 45% in Ontario still use PERC). The industry requests that source 
protection policies align with Environment Canada Regulations. The largest dry cleaner in 
Ontario would not exceed two to three 205 L drums in a year. If you are using PERC you must 
report to Environment Canada how much you purchased and used, how you used it and how 
much waste was produced. The two regulations that apply to PERC are Solvent Degreasing 
Regulation and Tetrachloroethylene Regulations. Regulations apply to users, importers, sellers 
and recyclers of PERC. 

Retail businesses often have small containers of DNAPLs, but it is possible that a large number 
of such containers could exceed a combined volume of 1,000 L. 

Proposed two new policies for handling and storage of DNAPLs: DNAPL-2 and DNAPL-3 as 
outlined in the staff recommendations. 

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Colin Elliot would like to know how much DNAPL is actually used? When it is used is it gone or is 
it dirty DNAPL that is taken away. How does the normal sewage system handle this? Mike 
advised that PERC is put directly into dry cleaning machines which are placed in secondary 
containment. All the PERC is picked up and disposed of by a regulated company. There are 
filters that have a bit of water and waste PERC, and they need to be picked up as well. 
Theoretically there should be no waste as it is picked up and disposed of properly. Colin asked 
what about the old machines under the old method? Mike advised that all dry cleaners are 
regulated, and new dry cleaners are not using PERC.  

Dave Ketcheson sought clarification on if changing businesses and the business had an existing 
threat, as a future business are they no longer considered a threat? Mike advised that if new 
machines are purchased they will not use PERC and are no longer considered a threat. If a 
business is sold and they do not change machines and still use PERC, they would be required to 
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negotiate a new RMP. There are businesses other than dry cleaners that still use PERC. The dry 
cleaning example was used to establish a volume of PERC. Dave does not like allowing any 
quantity of DNAPL in a WHPA. He believes the committee should consider prohibition versus 
RMPs. 

Cate Root asked where the PERC waste is taken? Mike is unsure of the location, but advised that 
there are facilities that recycle toxic chemicals that would likely handle this waste in an 
environmentally safe way.  

Peter Dance believes the bigger issue of the SPC is the degreasing functions as they are more 
prone to dilution and mixing with other items. Most operations having DNAPLs of any size will 
have RMOs attending, so RMOs can work with businesses through the RMP process. Prohibition 
is hard to work with and we are better to be on top of people who are disposing of it. 

Jessica Neto asked what other businesses in the areas are we concerned about that are storing 
DNAPLs and what risks do they pose? Should we not be looking at those businesses and risks? 
Katie Thompson advised mechanic shops and manufacturing shops with tool and die operations 
meet this criterion. In the field have only found two industries using pure form DNAPLs, both of 
which have discontinued to use the products. Other industries using non-pure DNAPLs are using 
very small amounts, and generally they are willing to change products when given alternatives. 
Negotiation appears to be more effective than prohibiting DNAPLs. 

Kyle Mitchell provided the following example from his former RMO role: a business that was not 
aware that they were using DNAPLs and had to talk to their corporate office in the United States 
who were not aware of source protection regulations. If a commercial business has a DNAPL 
onsite and they get rid of it, there is really no grounds to create an RMP, so the change in the 
proposed policy change would capture changes in products under the risk management 
measures. May want to go back to Environment Canada and seek changes to Regulations that 
prohibit DNAPLs from entering Canada for use by businesses. 

Tom Kurtz asked what concerns other agencies regulating DNAPLs have when developing their 
Regulations and did their concerns have anything to do with groundwater? Mike looked at 
transportation of DNAPLs and found no regulations, so the only ones are the two Mike 
presented. Environment Canada Regulations are to protect soil and water from contamination. 
Tom sought clarification on DNAPLs migrating from place to place and accumulating over time, 
so we should be encouraging prohibition by Environment Canada as Kyle suggested. Bill 
Thompson advised that we can not create legally binding policies for the federal government 
but we can create non-legally binding policies. 

Peter Dance asked if a letter to Environment Canada recommending prohibition of DNAPLs 
would be in order. Lynn Dollin suggested it could copy the other SPCs. 

Andy Campbell commented that if a waste depot received a small amount of a DNAPL and 
combined it in drums with other accumulated waste, they may store greater than 617 L at a 
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facility as they likely wait for a truckload before shipping it out. Bill advised there are cases 
where activities fall under more than one category and this may be a case where it falls under 
the Transfer and Disposal of Hazardous Waste. We are not aware of any transfer stations in 
WHPA-A but with DNAPLs it goes into WHPA-C. 

Stan Wells asked about the exception for retail sales, and how many businesses and industries 
in our area would be storing for retail sale in quantities greater than 617 L, and why would they 
need to be storing quantities of this level? Mike advised there is a lot of small retail that could 
quite possibly exceed this amount, but he can not give the number of businesses. Stan asked if 
we are proposing to prohibit these retailers from stocking these items on their shelves? Mike 
advised it is the opposite as by having an RMP in place the risk can be managed. Stan indicated 
that perhaps the recommendations should be worded as products retailed in small quantities 
rather than 617 L, but it would need to indicates some type of quantity. 

Dave Ketcheson recommends modifying the policy to indicate a quantity greater than equal to 
220 L (rather than 617 L) with the exception of retailers selling in quantities smaller than 2 L or a 
similar limit and provide an aggregate limit for these retailers so that if someone has huge 
quantities of containers of a DNAPL then it would be beneficial to have an RMP. Katie 
Thompson recommends that instead of coming up with a specific container size as 
manufactures can change their container sizes at anytime, it would be better to indicate the 
intent of retail sales eg. selling to a consumer vs. a commercial/industrial operation. 

Stan Wells asked if this needs to be decided today or if it can be brought back to the next 
meeting for consideration? Bill advised that it is not an urgent item but that there is not a lot 
more that can be provided to the Committee other than modifying the wording as proposed. 
Staff has been struggling with the volume amount and how to propose an amount that is not 
arbitrary, which is why Mike provided the example he did of dry cleaners how staff came to the 
617 L recommendation.  

Lynn Dollin directed staff to look at the aggregate amount, define retail sales, and a letter to 
Environment Canada. 

Moved by:  Dave 
Seconded by:  Rick 

SPC-11-22 Resolved That presentation a) regarding Proposed Amendment to Policy 
DNAPL-2 (Prohibition Policy) be received for information; and  

Further That Staff Report SPC2.1 regarding Proposed Amendment to Policy 
DNAPL-2 (Prohibition Policy) be referred back to staff for a report back at the 
June 29, 2022 SPC meeting. Carried 
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ACTION ITEM: Colin Elliott requested staff investigate with Simcoe County staff why the plume 
coming from Perkinsfield from the landfill site and going toward Wyevale was supposedly 
stopped just north of Wyevale and advise him of the status of this.  

b) A presentation by Bill Thompson, Project Manager, South Georgian Bay Lake Simcoe Source 
Protection Region (SGBLS SPR) regarding Staff Report SPC2.2 - New and Updated 
Circumstances for Waste Transfer and Processing (Municipal, and Hazardous and/or Liquid 
Industrial Wastes). 

Waste Transfer and Processing has now been explicitly brought in to address some changes with 
implementation. The threshold where waste can be a significant threat has gone down which is 
a more conservative approach, so more facilities may be considered a threat. These activities 
require Environmental Compliance Approval (ECA) so it would be a fairly simple process to 
manage these threats through ECAs.  

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Peter Dance believes the word establishment should be removed and leave it at just existing, or 
indicate existing facility. Katie Thompson advised that the word establishment is in the legal 
description in the Act of the activities, so this wording is consistent with the Act 

Andy Campbell questions whether prohibiting the activity is only in a WHPA-A or all areas. He is 
not concerned with the WHPA-A prohibition but believes there still needs to be the opportunity 
to manage in other circumstances. Bill advised this is the Committee’s decision to make and 
there have been other cases of prohibition in WHPA-A and RMPs in other areas. 

Dave Ketcheson questions if the prohibition of future establishments is going to sterilize existing 
facilities to their current levels and prohibit improvements or expansions? Bill advised that 
existing threat definition in the Source Protection Plan (SPP) includes alteration or expansion 
that reduces the risk of contaminating drinking water is permitted. A future threat is an 
alteration or expansion that does not reduce the risk of contamination so they would be 
reviewed on a case-by-case basis. 

Dave Ketcheson wants to be careful on the legal description of liquid industrial waste and what 
they could incorporate. Bill advised that Dave also flagged for him that a composting facility 
would fall under this category. 

Andy Campbell requested the recommendation be changed to “existing or amended” in the first 
policy and remove municipal waste from the second policy.  

Peter Dance asked if staff is expecting a lot of future threats to emerge in WHPAs and IPZs or is 
this more theoretical exercise? Bill advised that the future threat is very hard to estimate. The 
rationale the Committee has taken in the past is balancing the cost implications for the 
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proponent and protecting drinking water. There are options for future facilities not near a 
WHPA which provides more flexibility.  

Moved by:  Andy Campbell 
Seconded by:  Peter Dance 

SPC-12-22 Resolved That presentation b) and Staff Report SPC2.2 regarding New and 
Updated Circumstances for Waste Transfer and Processing (Municipal, and 
Hazardous and/or Liquid Industrial Wastes) be received for information; and 

Further That the Source Protection Committee endorse proposed policy one for 
Waste Transfer and Processing as presented in the staff report. Carried 

Moved by:  Peter Dance 
Seconded by:  Stan Wells 

SPC-13-22 Resolved That the Source Protection Committee endorse proposed policy two for 
Waste Transfer and Processing as presented in the staff report; and 

Further That staff be directed to incorporate the proposed policies for Waste 
Transfer and Processing as part of the forthcoming amendment to the Source 
Protection Plan, under Section 36 of the Clean Water Act. Carried 

c) A presentation by Bill Thompson, Project Manager, SGBLS SPR regarding Staff Report SPC2.3 
- New and Updated Circumstances for the Land Disposal of Hazardous Waste and Liquid 
Industrial Waste. 

There is the possibility for existing threats to come in. Landfilling activities require an ECA so 
existing threats are managed through ECA approvals. No changes to policies recommended. 

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Dave Ketcheson asked if liquid industrial waste includes hydrovac, and if they are captured 
would they be prohibited? Bill advised that yes, this is the proposal. 

Moved by:  Kate Thompson 
Seconded by:  Peter Dance 

SPC-14-22 Resolved That presentation c) and Staff Report SPC2.3 regarding New and Updated 
Circumstances for the Land Disposal of Hazardous Waste and Liquid Industrial 
Waste be received for information; and 

Further That the Source Protection Committee endorse the proposed policies for 
Land Disposal of Hazardous Waste and Liquid Industrial Waste; and 

Further That staff be directed to incorporate the new policies for Land Disposal of 
Hazardous Waste and Liquid Industrial Waste as part of the forthcoming 
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amendment to the Source Protection Plan, under Section 36 of the Clean Water 
Act. Carried 

d) A presentation by Bill Thompson, Project Manager, SGBLS SPR regarding Staff Report SPC2.4 
- New Industrial Effluent Discharge Circumstances and Policy Implications. 

Changes are the introduction of the WHPA threats so there could be new threats in WHPA 10s 
but if there are any it is likely a small number. All such activities can be addressed through ECAs. 
No changes to policies recommended. 

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Peter Dance wanted to confirm that Ministry of the Environment will be updated to Ministry of 
the Environment, Conservation and Parks. Bill advised that names to Ministries will be updated 
as required. 

Moved by:  Rick Newlove 
Seconded by:  Kyle Mitchell 

SPC-15-22 Resolved That presentation d) and Staff Report SPC2.4 regarding New Industrial 
Effluent Discharge Circumstances and Policy Implications be received for 
information; and 

Further That the Source Protection Committee endorse staff’s recommendation 
that the current policies to manage industrial effluent discharge are adequate for 
managing the new industrial effluent discharge threats. Carried 

e) A presentation by Bill Thompson, Project Manager, SGBLS SPR regarding Staff Report SPC2.5 
- New and Updated Circumstances for the Storage and Application of Hauled Sewage. 

Disposal of Hauled Sewage is an existing subcategory with a new name. Storage of Hauled 
Sewage is a new subcategory which refers to temporary storage. Some haulers are finding 
difficulties in permanent disposal locations for sewage so are temporarily storing it, so this 
captures those cases. Table of Circumstances has been clarified to indicate hauled sewage 
through any method. No new threats for the disposal of sewage but potentially new threats 
under storage, but we are not aware of any currently. No changes recommended to the 
Disposal policy. Proposing three new policies related to Storage outlined in the staff report. 

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Dave Ritchie asked if the City of Barrie storage facilities in Oro near the airport would be 
prohibited? Bill advised that he believes it would be an existing activity in the Circumstances. 

John Hemsted advised that the way we used to deal with it was spreading of raw septage on a 
plot of land in Tiny Township. It is fixed product that has already gone through their filtering and 
treated process. Bill clarified that he is speaking to the untreated waste. 
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Lynn Dollin advised that Innisfil is closing their facility for four years and septic haulers are 
concerned they will have no where for disposal. 

Dave Ketcheson sought clarification that temporary storage does not include a truck that can 
not unload on a specific day. Bill confirmed that it applies to fixed storage. 

Moved by:  Andy Campbell 
Seconded by:  John Hemsted 

SPC-16-22 Resolved That presentation e) and Staff Report SPC2.5 regarding New and 
Updated Circumstances for the Storage and Application of Hauled Sewage be 
received for information; and 

Further That the Source Protection Committee endorse staff’s recommended 
policies for Application of Hauled and Storage of Hauled Sewage; and 

Further That staff be directed to incorporate the new policies for Storage of 
Hauled Sewage and the updated Application of Hauled Sewage as part of the 
forthcoming amendment to the Source Protection Plan, under Section 36 of the 
Clean Water Act. Carried 

f) A presentation by Mystaya Touw, Hydrogeology Assistant, LSRCA regarding Staff Report 
SPC2.6 - New Wastewater Collection and Treatment Facilities Circumstances and Policy 
Implications. 

New Director Technical Rules separate Significant Threats into Wastewater Collection and 
Wastewater Treatment, and each one is separated into chemical and pathogen circumstances. 
No changes recommended to the proposed policies.  

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Andy Campbell sought clarification that expansion of existing facilities is not prohibited. Bill 
confirmed this is the case. 

Christina Wieder advised some existing plants do not have ECAs so how will this be looked at? 
Mystaya and Bill advised RMPs would be an alternate method where ECAs do not exist. 

Tom Kurtz argued that storm sewers can exfiltrate sewage and wondered if this is captured in 
existing policies? Bill confirmed that it would fall under the same policy as existing facilities. 

Moved by:  Bob Duncanson 
Seconded by:  Kyle Mitchell 

SPC-17-22 Resolved That presentation f) and Staff Report SPC2.6 regarding New Wastewater 
Collection and Treatment Facilities Circumstances and Policy Implications be 
received for information; and 
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Further That the Source Protection Committee endorse staff’s recommendation 
that the existing wastewater collection and treatment policies are adequate for 
managing the new wastewater collection and treatment threat circumstances. 
Carried 

g) A presentation by Mystaya Touw, Hydrogeology Assistant, LSRCA regarding Staff Report 
SPC2.7 - New Stormwater Management and Stormwater Infiltration Facilities Circumstances 
and Policy Implications. 

The Committee directed staff to provide this presentation and staff report at a future SPC 
meeting. No deferral motion was made. 

h) A presentation by Bill Thompson, Project Manager, SGBLS SPR regarding the Source 
Protection Region Update. 

Braestone, Robincrest, Maplewood and Stayner systems have been submitted to the Ministry 
for their review and approval. They have requested the data in a slightly different format which 
staff is preparing to provide to the Ministry. 

Sunderland and Cannington systems are going to the consultation phase which is expected to 
take several months. 

Horseshoe Highlands, Shelburne and Midhurst systems are undergoing technical work. 

Changes to municipal drinking water systems in Ballantrae, Palgrave, Colgan and Craighurst are 
expected this year as well. 

To review all of these we will likely need four more SPC meetings before the end of the year.  

QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 

Colin Elliott asked how many wells are there in Midhurst? Ryan Post does not know the exact 
number.  

ACTION ITEM: Colin requested the location of the Midhurst wells before the next meeting. 

Tom Kurtz asked why it has taken so long to come up with a report on the Horseshoe Highlands 
wells. Melissa Carruthers advised that she has received the report from the consultant and is 
working through the report. 

Moved by:  Dave Ritchie 
Seconded by:  Colin Elliot 

SPC-18-22 Resolved That presentation h) be received for information. Carried 

9. Determination of Items Requiring Separate Discussion 

No items were identified under items requiring separate discussion. 
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10. Adoption of Items Not Requiring Separate Discussion 

No items were identified under items not requiring separate discussion. 

11. Consideration of Items Requiring Separate Discussion 

There were none. 

12. Other Business 

a) Beth Forrest advised there are few updates due to the election and WRIT coming down. The 
Ministry received annual reports from all source protection authorities by the May 1st 
reporting deadline except for one.  

b) The Ministry is continuing to review s.34 and s.36 updates. So far have done completed 
about five approval updates. 

13. Closed Session 

None.  

14. Next Meeting and Adjournment 

Moved by:  Jessica Neto 
Seconded by:  Andy Campbell 

SPC-19-22 Resolved That the date of the next meeting of the Source Protection Committee 
scheduled to be held June 29, 2022 from 1-4 pm (location to be advised); and 

Further that the May 3, 2022 meeting of the Source Protection Committee be 
adjourned at 4:00 pm. Carried 
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